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News
Next Board meeting in Barcelona. Reminder
29th February an ordinary meeting of the EAFT
Board will take place in Barcelona. Among other
topics, the agenda includes the organization of
the VIII International Terminology Summit, the
new edition of the EAFT Awards, our 20th
anniversary and the activity plan for the first
half of 2016.
If you have any particular ideas for the Summit
or you want any particular issue to be addressed
at this meeting, please contact the EAFT
Secretariat (term@eaft-aet.net).

Terminology Awards 2016 - Second call for nominations
The call for nominations for the Terminology Awards is already open.
The Awards are open to candidates from all over the world. The evaluation of the theses or
dissertations received will focus on the innovative content of the works and on how they
contribute towards further developing applied research and development in the field of
terminology.
The Awards Ceremony will take place on the occasion of the VIII Terminology Summit,
which will be held in Luxembourg on November 14 and 15, 2016.
Candidates are required to submit their candidature by March 15, 2016.
Contact the EAFT Secretariat term@eaft-aet.net for any further information.

VIII International Terminology Summit in Luxembourg. Reminder:
new dates
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The General Assembly of the European Association for Terminology (EAFT) – meeting in
Luxembourg on the 3rd of December last year – decided to accept the invitation of the
Terminology Coordination Unit of the European Parliament to host the next Summit on the
14th and 15th of November 2016, in the historical first Hemicycle of the European
Parliament in Luxembourg.
On the occasion of our VIII Summit, we will celebrate our 20th anniversary with a flashback
on the activity in terminology in the past 20 years and a focus on the new challenges of this
science, under the title “Visions and revisions”.
More information will be provided after the Board meeting in Barcelona.

EAFT annual member subscription for 2016
Invoices related to the EAFT annual member subscription for 2016 have been sent. Please
confirm your individual or institutional subscription before 31st March. It is very important,
for the sustainability of the Association, that all members pay their membership fee.
Remember that as an EAFT member, you or your institution can:
• publish contributions in the Newsletter
• participate with an active role at the EAFT Summits
• get updated information about relevant events and other activities through the
Newsletter and Twitter
• enjoy favourable terms at events or trainings organized by EAFT. As an example of
this, the EAFT will organize a workshop on terminology training together with IITF in
connection to TKE 2016 conference in Copenhagen. Please find more information
here:
http://sf.cbs.dk/gtw/conferences_terminology_and_knowledge_engineering/tk
e_2016_copenhagen/workshop_terminology_teaching_training
Do not forget to let us know who is your EAFT contact person, especially if that has
changed since last year.
For further information about the EAFT, please refer to our website: http://www.eaftaet.net/

Interview with Prof. Dr. Hendrik J. Kockaert
Henrik J. Kockaert has been interviewed by TermCoord for the section Why is Terminology
your Passion? where prominent terminologists from all over the world are asked to talk
about their activities, projects and opinions about interesting terminological issues.
He lectures French Linguistics, Terminology, Legal Translation, and Translation Technology
at KU Leuven, Faculty of Arts, in Antwerp. Since August 2015, he is Dean of the Faculty of
Arts on Campus Sint-Andries in Antwerp and he is a Research Associate at the University of
The Free State, Republic of South-Africa.
Read the complete interview with Prof. Dr Hendrik J. Kockaert here.

TTT: Workshop on Terminology Teaching & Training
Workshop on Terminology Teaching & Training will take place in the framework of TKE 2016
Conference in Copenhagen on 24 June. The main goal is to discuss principal aspects of the
didactics of terminology in relation to different audiences.
The purpose of the workshop is to
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• discuss the various aspects of terminology teaching and training (TT&T) considering
different target groups, pedagogical tools, contents, and media used etc. including the
exchange of experience from various teaching contexts.
• develop an outline/guide for syllabus components for different modules needed for
various TT&T situations.
• consider the possibilities of creating a didactic electronic forum/platform for
terminology teaching and training (TT&T) where resources could be uploaded and
exchanged.
For information about program, registration and price, visit the following website:
https://sf.cbs.dk/gtw/conferences_terminology_and_knowledge_engineering/tke_2016_
copenhagen/workshop_terminology_teaching_training

TKE 2016 in Copenhagen
The 12th international conference on Terminology and Knowledge Engineering, TKE 2016,
will take place in Copenhagen on 22-24 June.
The TKE Workshop will be focused on ‘Making the visualization of concepts more attractive
and smarter’. The purpose of this workshop is to attract experts from a variety of research
areas to participate in an interdisciplinary effort to share and discuss how to make more
attractive and smarter visualization techniques that can, in turn, significantly help to
represent and communicate more effectively information in different domains of
knowledge.
Relevant dates
15 March 2016 - Submission of papers
16 April 2016 - Notification of acceptance of papers
13 May 2016 - Final versions for the proceedings
24 June 2016 - Post-conference workshops
More information can be found here.
http://infotechinno.sdu.dk/tke/

Terminology Conference in Ukraine
An internationalconference w illbe held at M ariupol State U niversity in U kraine on
22nd April2016. Participation is free of charge. The conference proceedings w ill be
published in an electronic collection.

Conference focus:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theory of terminology
Field-based terminology
Practice of dictionary compilation
Cognitive and functional terminology
Teaching terminology
Problems arising under translation of terminology

Submit your scientific articles and applications until April 20th, 2016 to the electronic
address: nvoevoutko@yandex.ru

Dictionary of Padle
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The online dictionary Diccionari de
pàdel (‘Dictionary of Padle’) gathers 76
entries related to this sport. Each
terminological entry contains the
preferred denomination in Catalan and
the corresponding synonyms, if any;
documented equivalents in Spanish,
English and French; a definition in
Catalan, and explanatory notes when necessary.
This is a revised and enlarged version of the Vocabulari de pàdel (‘Vocabulary of Padle’)
that was elaborated in 2001 by the Consortium for Linguistic Standardisation. The Centre
for Linguistic Standardisation Montserrat and reviewed by TERMCAT, with the collaboration
of experts from Club Tennis Manresa.

Agenda
2016

Terminology Confererence in Ukraine
22 April
Online
LREC 2016
24 May
Portorož, Slovenia
TOTh 2016 Training session
7-8 June
Chambéry, France
TOTh 2016 Conference
9-10 June
Chambéry, France
TKE 2016
22-24 June
Copenhagen, Denmark
TTT 2016
24 June
Copenhagen, Denmark
Terminology Summer School TSS
11 to 15 July
Vienna, Austria
VIII EAFT Summit
14-15 November
Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Suggestions
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The European Association for Terminology is a non-profit professional organisation for the
terminology sector in Europe. It is designed to further plurilingualism through terminology,
to provide a European platform for promoting and professionalising terminological activities
and improving awareness of them, and to liaise and cooperate actively with relevant
organisations, associations and institutions.
Do not hesitate to send us comments or suggestions that could help us accomplish our
mission or that could draw our attention to any forthcoming event or activity. We would be
pleased to include them in the next issue as well as in our agenda.
Contact: term@eaft-aet.net
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